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Linking Environment Democracy And Gender
EDUCATIONAL settings bring together children and young people from different backgrounds and circumstances and therefore play an important role ...
How 'whole school' approach in Worcester can improve inclusion and diversity
Who is Save Our Towns/Save Our Schools and why do we care about the DEI School Surveys? Kathy Kuhn and I (Dana Benson) are the co-chairman of Save Our Schools/Save Our Towns LLC. Our organization, ...
Who is Save Our Towns/Save Our Schools and why do we care...
Staff at defence giant Lockheed Martin, which sells Hellfire missiles and fighter jets among other war devices, apparently have banned Pepe the Frog, a cartoon character associated with Donald Trump ...
Woke boardroom preening a threat to democracy
The Citizens’ Assembly’s recommendations on gender equality go ... experiment in deliberative democracy. With the benefit of experts and a calm environment for debate, their members have ...
The Irish Times view on gender equality: a manifesto for change
Today, 17 May, is the International Day against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia. It’s a day to recognise that while the rights of the LGBTQI+ people have significantly advanced in recent decades, ...
International Day against Homophobia, Transphobia, Biphobia: Corruption & discrimination impeding global LGBTQI+ equality
An inclusive environment is ... addressing customers in gender respectful ways. Schools also can foster inclusive environments by educating teachers and students and link in with interest groups.
What is gender identity and why do we use pronouns?
In turn, democracy provides the natural environment for the protection and ... liberties underpinning meaningful democracies. The link between democracy and human rights is captured in article ...
Search the United Nations
Supporters of the bill from within Uganda’s women’s movement argued that it was “gender-sensitive” and ... Despite a truly hostile environment over the past two decades, LGBT rights ...
Uganda’s sexual offences law is a bitter lesson for the women’s movement
Activist groups have mobilized in hopes of enshrining equality for women, the right to abortion, and protections for the environment ... "We need to deepen democracy, make it more agile, more ...
Chileans elect gender-equal assembly to draft new constitution
And president Joyce Handa, thinks that education could help foster that environment ... the Oregon Health & Science University Doernbecher Gender Clinic and the OHSU Transgender Health Program ...
Lake Oswego nonprofit aims to be positive influence on topic of gender
Debates and conflicts centring on the role of higher education in relation to democracy are not new. Many democracies, however, have not had to overcome the lasting effects of both colonialism and ...
Academic activism is key for democracy
Orange Township is one of Ohio's fastest growing communities, but it also has a troubled history of leadership, with lawsuits, harassment and disarray ...
Years of discord and feuding mar Orange Township image
With no public support from any of the P5 countries, the gender-empowered demand for a female UN chief ... says: “The UN preaches democracy to the world but can’t organise a competitive election in ...
Is the Campaign for a Female UN Chief a Good Try in a Lost Cause?
activists after he said that gender identity issues had become part ... to respond with “uncharacteristic enthusiasm” to export democracy and human rights throughout the world, Barr said.
What are ‘Asian values’ and is the concept still relevant today?
Over the weekend, the people of Chile voted in a historic election to select the members of a body tasked with drafting a new Constitution to replace the one written in 1980 under the dictatorship of ...
A Victory for Democracy in Chile
I’m sure if there was truly a link between yoga pants and Hinduism ... from participating in school sports consistent with their gender identity. This doesn’t surprise Mara Keisling, the ...
Column: Hurting transgender kids to shore up the Republican base
We have gap crisis, massive inequality, economic inequality, gender inequality ... the so called dividends of democracy. So, when people invest in democracy, in the process, they expect returns.
STATE OF THE NATION: We’re losing our youths to bandits — Nnamani
“Serious concerns have been expressed about posts related to systemic racism, sexual violence, gender and colonization ... feel safe in their learning environment,” Burke said in an ...
Mount Allison professor suspended following ‘discriminatory conduct’ allegations
Chatterji said that includes linking together formerly “under the ... operating as States United Democracy Center, also is ramping up the pressure on corporations to use their financial and ...
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